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uate how they contribute to anomalous di-lepton production; although there appear peaks in the
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may not be so prominent to be a clear signal of the phsase transitions.
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Figure 1: Left panel; the phase diagram for the intermediate strengthof the pairing interaction for the three
flavor (q=u, d, s) case under the charge and color neutrality constraint. Right panel; the phase diagram for
the large strength of the pairing interaction. Others are the same as the left panel. Taken from [1]; see this
reference for the details.

1. Introduction

In this report, we focus on the precursory phenomena of two ofQCD phase transition at finite
temperature and/or density, i.e., the chiral transition and the color superconductivity. We assume
that the phase transitions are almost of second order and hence specific soft modes exist around the
respective critical points.

2. Precursory phenomena of color superconductivity in heated quark matter

In this part, we shall consider quark matterin the normal phasebut near the critical temperature
Tc of the color superconductivity and discuss the possibilityto observe pre-critical phenomena of
color superconductivity by the heavy-ion collisions.

Owing to the many internal degrees of freedom of quarks, there are rich varieties of the pairing
patterns of the color superconductivity. However, the highest-T phase which is relevant for heavy-
ion collisions at high baryon densities is the two-flavor superconducting (2SC) phase[1]. We show
examples for the 2SC phase boundaries obtained in Nambu-Jona-Lasinio-type models in Fig. 1.

We explore the possibility to see precursory phenomena of color superconductivity in the
quark matter possibly created by the heavy-ion collisions.Since we are interested in the high-T
phase because heavy-ion collisions can only create heated matter, we may thus focus on the 2SC
phase. Our discussions are based on the observation that there can exist a rather wide pre-critical
region of the color superconductivity in theT-µ plane at moderate density[2], as shown in Fig. 2,
where the small pairing coupling is taken, and the neutrality constraints are not imposed. The large
diquark-pair fluctuations may affect various observables leading to precursory phenomena[2, 3].
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Figure 2: Phase diagram for isospin-symmetric two-flavor quark matter from an NJL-type model with a
relatively weak coupling [4]. The critical temperatures for the 2SC phase transition is model-dependent, as
seen from the comparison with Fig.1.

In the extremely high-density region, the perturbative calculation should be valid and the phase
transition to the color-superconducting phase is a first order due to the gauge fluctuations in this
region. On the other hand, the color superconductivity is expected to turn to a type-II at lower
density[5]. We shall only consider the effects of the pair fluctuations at moderate density which is
relevant to heavy-ion collisions.

We first notice that the ratio of the diquark coherence lengthto the average inter-quark length,
which is proportional toEF/∆ with EF being the Fermi energy, can be as small as∼ 10 at moderate
densities. The stronger the interaction between the quarks, the shorter the coherence length, which
can be as small as almost the same order of the inter-quark distance[6, 7]. The short coherence
length implies that the fluctuation of the pair field is significant and the mean-field approximation
looses its validity.

The large fluctuations cause an excess of the specific heat, which eventually diverges atTc

owing to the critical fluctuations for the second order transition[4], as shown in Fig.3: We can
see that as the temperature approachesTc from above, the anomalous part of the specific heatcfl.

v

become significant. Such an anomalous increase of the specific heat may affect the cooling of the
proto-compact stars. Here one should, however, notice thatthe critical divergence of the specific
heat is essentially due to the static fluctuations of the pairfield[8]; the temperature region where
static fluctuations is significant [9, 4].

We now turn to the discussions on the dynamical fluctuations of the diquark pair field. At
finite temperature, the dynamical fluctuations of the pair field become also significant and develop
a well-defined collective mode as the temperature is loweredtowardTc if the color superconducting
phase transition is of second order[2]: The spectral function of the diquark fluctuations gets to have
a sharp peak in the low-energy region at aboutT = 1.2Tc, and the peak position decreases as the
temperature is lowered toward the critical temperature. This collective soft mode is found to be a
diffusive mode.

The soft mode of the color superconductivity in the heated quark matter leads to the formation
of a pseudogap in the density of states (DOS) of quarks, i.e.,an anomalous depression in the DOS
around the Fermi surface[3, 4]; the quark propagator is modified due to the coupling with the
fluctuating pair-field or the pairing soft mode, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: The specific heat per unit volumecfl.
v with the effects of the fluctuations of the pair field, together

with that in the free fermionic system,c0
v. The total specific heat is given bycv = c0

v +cfl.
v . The dot-dashed

curve represents the specific heat obtained with only the static part ofΩfl.. ε ≡ (T −Tc)/Tc.
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Figure 4: The Feynman diagrams representing the quark Green functionin the T-matrix approximation
employed in Ref. [4]. The thin (bold) lines represent the free (full) propagator and the wavy line denotes the
pairing soft mode.
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Figure 5: Density of states for quark matter near butabove Tc with several reduced temperaturesε and
quark chemical potentialsµ = 350,400,500MeV[3]. One sees a clear pseudogap phenomenon irrespective
of µ nearTc.

As shown in Fig. 5, there appears a depression in the DOS around the Fermi energy for eachµ
nearTc, and they survive up toε ≡ (T −Tc)/Tc ≈ 0.1 irrespective ofµ [3, 4]. This is an incomplete
gap, or “pseudogap” formed within the QGP phase aboveTc. The pseudogap in the DOS implies
that the quarks around the Fermi surface have a short life time owing to the decay process q→

hole+(qq)soft emitting the soft mode like Cherenkov process. This short-livedness of the quarks
around the Fermi surface means that the system isnot a Fermi liquid [4, 12]. We notice that
the pseudogap formation is known as a characteristic behavior of the materials which become the
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Figure 6: The diagrams that contribute to the photon (or gluon) self-energy representing the Aslamazov-
Larkin (left) and the Maki-Thompson (right) terms[4]. The wavy lines denote the soft mode.

high-Tc superconductors(HTSC)[11, 10]. Thus we can say that the heated quark mater at moderate
densities is similar to the HTSC materials rather than the usual superconductors of metals.

It is known that pair fluctuations aboveTc cause a large excess of the electric conductivity,
which is called the paraconductivity in condensed matter physics. Two microscopic mechanisms
that give rise to such an anomalous conductivity are identified in terms of Feynman diagrams. They
are called Aslamazov-Larkin (AL) and Maki-Thompson terms[13], both of which are depicted in
Fig. 2; the dotted lines in the figure denote the gauge field, i.e., the photon in this case. Thecolor-
conductivitywould be also enhanced by the similar mechanisms nearTc, although it would be of
academic interest only. Our point is that thephotonself-energyΠµν(Q) in the quark matter at
T > Tc can be also modified due to the fluctuations of the diquark pair-field as well as inside the
color superconducting phase[16]: The diagrams shown in Fig. 2 can be interpreted as modifications
of the self-energy of the gauge fields, i.e.,Πµν(Q) = F [iθ(t)〈[ jµ(x), jν(0)〉], whereF denotes
the Fourier transformation. The external photon field thus can couple to the soft mode of the color
superconductivity with the pairing soft mode in the diagrams being replaced by the diquark pair
fields. This is interesting, because modifications of the photon self-energy may be detected as an
enhancement of the invariant-mass distribution of the dileptons emitted from the created matter.
The lepton-pair production rate per four-momenta is given by the well-known formula[14]

dΓ
d4Q

=
−αgµν ImΠµν(Q)

12π4Q2(eβq0 −1)
. (2.1)

The more direct observable in experiment is the invariant mass spectrum of dilepton production
rate, which is given by integratingdΓ/d4Q over four momenta

dΓ
dM2 =

∫

d3q
2q0

dΓ
d4Q

. (2.2)

We show in Fig. 7 a preliminary result[15] ofdΓ/dM2 obtained from theΠµν(Q) with the
Al term, which is evaluated in some approximation[15]: The solid lines denote the production rate
with the AL term for some reduced temperaturesε ≡ (T−Tc)/Tc atµ = 400MeV, while the dashed
lines show the production rate from the free quark system forT = Tc and 1.5Tc at µ = 400MeV.
The Figure shows that the contribution of the AL term causes alarge enhancement with a sharp-
peak structure in the production rate in the lower energy region, and the peak becomes larger and
sharper as the temperature approachesTc. It is known that a similar behavior ofdΓ/dM2 is also
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Figure 7: A preliminary result for the dilepton production rates Eq.(2.2) for several reduced temperatures
ε ≡ (T −Tc)/Tc near but aboveTc with µ = 400MeV[15]. The solid lines include the contributions of the
Aslamazov-Larkin term, while the dashed lines represent the dilepton rate from the free quark matter at
T = Tc (below) andT = 1.5Tc (above).

seen in the color superconducting phase itself[16]. In bothcases, the characteristic enhancement
of dΓ/dM2 appears at energies less than the pion mass. Therefore, experimental observations of
the dilepton production rate at low energy might be able to detect an signature of a formation or
a precursor of the color superconductivity in the heavy-ioncollisions. Such a low-mass energy
region is, however, also the region where other hadronic andelectro-magnetic process contribute
to the dilepton production. So a dis-entanglement from these processes have to be made to identify
the AL process due to the precursory diquark pairing fluctuations, which might be, unfortunately,
difficult to perform. One should estimate also the contribution from the Maki-Tompson term as
well as confirm the present estimate of the AL term more definitely.

3. The soft modes of chiral transition and enhancement of lepton-pair production

The chiral transition is a QCD phase transition with the order parameter〈q̄q〉. If the phase
transition is of second order, of weak first order or of cross over, there should be a critical region
where the chiral fluctuations〈(q̄q)2〉 and 〈(q̄iγ5τaq)2〉 in the scalar and pseudoscalar channels,
respectively, significant. It means that there will exist elementary soft modes or quasi-particles
corresponding to these fluctuations in the critical region[17]. In the following discussions, we will
assume that the chiral transition at finite temperature and/or density has a critical region where
such chiral soft modes have significant strength. In this context, it is noteworthy that the lattice
people determine the critical temperature of the chiral transition from the peak position of the
chiral susceptibility in the scalar channel, i.e.,χm ≡ ∂/∂m〈〈q̄q〉〉 = 〈〈(q̄q)2〉〉; which surely shows
a peak behavior around some temperature[18]. In other words, the so called generalized mass
squared defined bym2

σ ≡ χ−1
m decreases asT goes high and gives the minimum around the critical

temperature and then increases in the chirally symmetric phase; in the highT phase, the generalized
masses in theσ and theπ channels tend to be degenerated.

Recently, people are much interested in the properties of the QGP phase near the critical
temperature (Tc)[19]: The success of the perfect hydrodynamics in reproducing the elliptic flow
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of hadrons in the heavy-ion collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) suggests that
the created matter is a strongly coupled system. One of the interesting problems on the QGP phase
nearTc is the possible existence of hadronic excitations even in the QGP phase nearTc [17, 20]. The
existence of the mesonic excitations in the light-quark sector was suggested as being the soft modes
associated to the chiral transition [17]: The spectral function calculated in the NJL model shows
the existence of degenerated hadronic soft modes called ’para-pion’ and ’para-sigma’ atT > Tc.
It was found that the soft modes acquire a large strength but with small width asT approachesTc

from above; it means that the soft modes become a good elementary modes in the vicinity ofTc.

3.1 QCD phase transition at finiteT and µ with finite quark mass

In the chiral limit with two flavors (q=u, d), the chiral transition at finite temperature with
vanishing chemical potentialµ is known to be second order[21]: Asµ is raised, the critical line of
the second-order transition extends up to some critical point PTCP:(TTCP,µTCP) in the(T,µ)-plane.
The point PTCP is a tri-critical point because from it the critical line turns to a critical line of the
first-order transition for higher density and lower temperatures. When the current quark masses
are introduced, the second-order transition at smallµ region changes to a cross-over[21, 22]. The
common belief based on calculations of some chiral effective models[23] is that the critical line of
the first-order transition in the largeµ region remains; the tricritical point changes its nature toa
critical end point PCEP.

It should be noticed, however, that there is some caveats to this belief that the QCD phase
transition at small temperature is of first order. It has beenknown for some time [21] that the in-
clusion of the vector termGV (q̄γµq)2 can drastically alter the nature of the chiral transition atsmall
temperature but at finite density where the color superconductivity was not taken into account; with
an increase of the coupling constantGV , the position of PCEP moves to lowerT and higherµ , and
eventually disappear in the(T,µ)-plane! When the color superconductivity is incorporated,more
interesting phenomenon can occur[24] as shown in Fig. 8: It is noteworthy that there appear an-
other critical end point in the lowerT, and hence there can existtwo end pointsat both sides of
the critical line of the first-order transition for the vector couplingGV/GS = 0.35 where theGS de-
notes the strength of the scalar coupling(q̄q)2 in the NJL model. We find that the coexisting-CSC
transition at low temperatures becomes a crossover transition, and there exists a coexisting phase
where both the chiral and the diquark condensates have finitevalues. For largerGV , the critical
line for the first-order transition disappears completely and there exists only the cross-over in the
entire(T,µ) plane. It is interesting that such a coexisting phase of the chirally-broken and color
superconducting phase and hence the appearance of the new critical end point has been advocated
where the driving force of the coexistence is not due to the vector coupling but the axial anomaly
term[25].

3.2 The soft modes around the critical end point

The phase transition at the critical end point PCEP is of second order. Then what is the soft
mode for this second order transition? Theσ meson as the fluctuation of the chiral condensate has
still a non-zero mass at PCEP because the chiral symmetry is explicitly broken. Fujii[26] showed
that the soft mode is a hydrodynamical mode which has the strength in the space-like region of
the momentum-energy plane: At finite density, the charge conjugation symmetry is broken and the
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Figure 8: The left panel: The phase diagram withGV/GS = 0.35 in theT-µ plane. There appear two
endpoints of the first-order transition. The right panel: The phase diagram in theT-µ plane withGV/VS =

0.5. The critical line for the first-order transition disappears completely and the critical end point disappears
with the large vector coupling.

scalar-vector mixing can occur and the soft mode in this caseconsists of the density fluctuation
and the chiral fluctuation, of which the former is the main component of the mode. Since this soft
mode exists in the space-like region, it can not affect particle productions to be seen in the time-
like region. It can, however, contribute to the hydrodynamical modes, leading to dynamical critical
phenomena[27].

3.3 Di-lepton production owing to the scalar-vector mixing

Although the sigma-mesonic mode is not a genuine soft mode around PCEP, it can show a
slight softening as the system approaches the critical temperature from above. So we shall examine
effects of the sigma mesonic mode in the time-like region on the lepton-pair production[28]. The
relevance of the scalar mode to the photon properties in the system can be understood as follows.
As we mentioned in the previous subsection, there arises thescalar-vector mixing at finiteµ ; the
zero-th component of the vector is relevant and it is the baryon density. The importance of such
a mixing was noticed in the work on the baryon-number susceptibility in association of the chiral
transition[29]; it was first shown that the quark-number susceptibility can be enhanced around the
critical point of the chiral transition at finite density as well as finite temperature.

The baryon-number susceptibility is a static quantity. Thescalar-vector mixing also occurs in
the dynamical cases. Owing to the mixing, the photon self-energy can be affected by the possible
change of theσ mode mass.

We calculate the invariant mass distribution of electron pairs using the formula given in Eq.2.1)
where the photon self-energy include the contribution fromthe soft mode as given in Fig.9 as well
as the bare one given in Fig.10. The resultant electron-pairproduction rate is shown in the left panel
of Fig11, where the temperature dependence of the production rate is shown; The upper curves
correspond to higher temperature away fromTc. We can see an enhancement of the production,
which is encouraging but unfortunately may not be sufficientfor detecting in experiments. Here it
should be noted that the figure shows the invariant mass distribution of the lepton pair where the
out-coming momenta are integrated out. However, the momentum-non-integrated probability show
a clear peak, although not shown here.
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Figure 9: The left graph shows the anomalous photon self-energy owingto the chiral soft mode denoted by
the straight line in the middle. The straight line is actually composed of the scalar bubble diagrams as shown
in the right panel.
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Figure 10: The bare self-energy diagram of the photon due to the quark loop.
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Figure 11: Left panel: the di-electron production rate for temperatures, 1.3Tc, 1.2Tc, 1.1Tc, 1.05Tc and
1.01Tc; the upper curves correspond to the higher temperatures. Right panel: the di-muon production rate.
Others are the same as the left panel.

The right panel of Fig.11 shows the result for the muon-pair production, where the four-
momenta dependent production rate is given by

dΓ
d4Q

=
−αgµν ImΠµν(Q)

12π4Q2(eβq0 −1)
·
[

1+
2m2

µ

q2 ]
[

1−
4m2

µ

q2 ]1/2, (3.1)

instead of Eq.(2.1).
One sees that some enhancement of the muon-pair production rate over the normal one as in

the case of the lepton-pair production. However, the enhancement may not be sufficient to detect
by experiments.

4. Summary and concluding remarks

We have first emphasized the importance of the notion of the soft modes of QCD phase tran-
sitions at temperatures aboveTc; they may be hadronic excitations aboveTc. We have discussed
the two QCD phase transitions, i.e., the color superconductivity and the chiral transition. The
soft modes of the so called 2SC of the color superconductivity can cause an enhancement of the
electron-pair production in rather low invariant mass region. We have noticed that the soft mode
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around the critical end point where the transition is secondorder is a kind of density fluctuations
coupled with theσ -meson like fluctuations. This soft modes have the dispersion relation which
is space-like. Nevertheless, we explored how the sigma mesonic modes in the time-like region
affect the di-lepton productions; the violation of the charge conjugation at finiteµ is responsible
for the fact that the sigma mode can affect to the photon self-energy in the hot medium with the
non-vanishingµ .
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